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Who knew that we used to have a railway station
in Queen Edith’s? Not me. It was 99 years ago, and
only temporary, but I think you’ll find our article
about it every bit as interesting as I did.
Also in this issue, there’s the chance to find out about a
unique, open air dance performance being designed for
the Chalk Pits in June, and you can read about how one of
our churches is aiming to set an environmentally aware
example to all of us.
It’s local elections time, so spare a thought for the staff
at the councils who are about to have the busiest time of
their lives. Instead of the normal single election, to give us one new councillor, this
year every one of us is being asked to elect six people from 25 candidates in four
separate elections.
something which – as far as I know –
I don’t envy the council staff the task
only Queen Edith’s residents get, but I
of having to count all of our different
think it should be a standard part of local
ballot papers efficiently!
democracy. We’re going even further
Most readers of Queen Edith’s
this year though. If you take a look at
magazine will live in roads which are
our queen–ediths.info website, you’ll
in Queen Edith’s for both the city and
also be able to find video introductions
county council elections. However, a
from the candidates, something which
few of you will be in roads classed as
nowhere in the city has tried before.
being in neighbouring wards, such
I hope you’ll give the videos a watch
as Trumpington, Coleridge or Cherry
before deciding how to vote. No longer
Hinton for one or both elections. We’ve
a ‘little suburban area’, we’re facing
listed who’s where on page 8, in the
more development here than anywhere
introduction to what is by far our biggest
else in Cambridge, and what happens
ever local elections preview. We can
will impact the whole of the city. The
only list Queen Edith’s candidates here,
councillors we elect will play a very
so apologies in advance if those listed
important role in this.
aren’t the ones you’ll get to vote for.
The chance to read about all of the
candidates before local elections is
Chris Rand, Editor

Apart from being home to over 10,000 people, the Queen Edith’s area also hosts:
• The region’s largest single employment site, the Cambridge Biomedical Campus
• Two of the country’s most important hospitals, Addenbrooke’s and Royal
Papworth
• The city’s biggest entertainment centre, Cambridge Leisure, with its 9-screen
cinema and Cambridge Junction arts and performance venue
• The headquarters of the UK’s largest pharmaceutical company, AstraZeneca Ltd,
and the UK’s largest tech company, Arm Ltd
• Cambridge University’s largest college by student numbers, Homerton College
• Over half of the sixth-form students from the whole of Cambridgeshire, studying
at six schools and colleges; as well as six more primary and secondary schools
• Three Local Nature Reserves, as well as substantial countryside and a large public
park, Nightingale recreation ground
• 3 of Cambridge’s Top 5 Favourite Restaurants (TripAdvisor, April 2021)
– Tradizioni at Sorrento, Al Pomodoro and Taj Tandoori
Our Queen Edith’s area
is defined by the church
parish boundaries of
St John and St James,
extending south to
the Cambridge City
administrative boundary.
We enclose the City
Council’s Queen Edith’s
ward and the County
Council’s Queen Edith’s
division. The area is
bordered by Trumpington
to the west, and Coleridge/
Romsey and Cherry Hinton
to the north.
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Queen Edith’s magazine is published by the
Queen Edith’s Community Forum, an independent,
volunteer-led, grassroots organisation for the Queen
Edith’s neighbourhood of Cambridge. It does not
represent councils or other authorities.
The group also produces the free Queen Edith’s
news email, organises and promotes community
events throughout the year, as well as initiating and
supporting local community projects. New members
of the team or volunteers for individual projects
are always welcome. Our activities are supported
entirely by the time and generous donations of local
residents.

On the front cover
Our cover image this issue is by local artist
Pamela Barrell, who owned the Conservatory
Gallery in Hills Avenue for 23 years. Pamela
says: “It was a wonderful time holding
exhibitions where people came to view, to
chat, to bring in items for framing, and to
attend classes. When our children grew up we
moved just around the corner and I started
concentrating on my own painting. Now I work primarily in watercolour, but sometimes
combine with pastels, often adding ink. I belong to several art clubs, including the very special
Cambridge Drawing Society.” See more of Pamela’s work at artsviews.co.uk and there’s more
on the first CDS online exhibition overleaf.

Queen Edith’s Community Forum
Chair: Sam Davies
Website: queen–ediths.info
Email: hello@queen–ediths.info
Queen Edith’s magazine
Editor: Chris Rand
Email: hello@queen–ediths.info
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LOCAL NEWS

Amanda steps down as a
Queen Edith’s councillor
Queen Edith’s County Councillor Amanda Taylor is
stepping down this year, having represented the area for
26 years – 8 of them on the County Council and 18 on the
City Council.
Amanda says: “It’s been a huge privilege to represent
Queen Edith’s for so many years and I would like to thank
everyone who has supported me in my work for the
area. I shall continue to be involved in local politics and
look forward to spending more time in the community.”
2021 Elections Preview: pages 8–15 l

New tech to extend
library access
Rock Road Library has been chosen as
a pilot site for ‘Open Access’ technology.
The library was chosen due to its strong
community use and a local desire for
greater access to the building. The
technology can be used to provide access
to the library outside the normal staffed
hours.
A range of hours will be piloted, and
there may be some building work across
the site, including CCTV, possible changes
to the front door system and reviewing
fire exits. Target dates are to appoint a
supplier in April, complete site surveys
in May and start building work in June to
launch no later than September.
– Friends of Rock Road Library

Chef’s accolade
We’re spoiled for choice of quality
restaurants in Queen Edith’s, but here’s
one of the biggest awards the area has ever
seen! In March, at the Asian Restaurant
Owners Network awards, Julal Syed of the
long-established Taj ‘Pan-Asian dining’
restaurant on Cherry Hinton Road won
‘Best Chef’ – nationally. “It’s absolutely
amazing, I can’t believe we won” said
‘Jools’. “I would like to dedicate this award
to my father – all of what we have achieved
is because of him.” l
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64 Cherry Hinton Road
01223 248 063
Open for collection or delivery
5pm–10pm • Wednesday to Monday
Closed Tuesdays
See the latest menu and order online at
tajtandooricambridge.co.uk

Could Wildbelts be the solution?
The Queen Edith’s Community Forum recently hosted
Craig Bennett, CEO of The Wildlife Trusts, as its speaker,
and the talk is now available to watch online. Craig spoke
about ‘Local Solutions to Global Problems’, and introduced
the organisation’s idea of ‘Wildbelts’ with reference to the
area on the southern edge of Queen Edith’s. It’s well worth
a watch – the queen–ediths.info website has the link.
At the same event, the Queen Edith’s Community Forum
elected its committee for the next year. Sam Davies, Claire
Adler and Chris Rand were elected as Chair, Secretary
and Communications Manager respectively, and Fiona
Goodwille was elected as the new treasurer, replacing
Bronwen Adams, who passes on the baton with the
Community Forum’s thanks.
The Community Forum is now organising an online talk
every month, and to ensure you know about them (and
everything else in the area, for that matter!), make sure
you get the free, weekly Queen Edith’s news email. Request to
be put on circulation at the queen–ediths.info website. l

Art from across the area in online show

'Boatyard’ by Surinder Beerh

Find out why everyone’s talking about us!

The Cambridge Drawing Society is staging its first online
exhibition this year, and it runs from now until 23 May. The
event features original works by many of the group’s 184 local
amateur and professional artists.
During its long history, the society has had many
distinguished names on its membership list – Gwen Raverat,
Cecil Beaton and Ronald Searle to name but three. There’s a
link to the exhibition at queen–ediths.info l
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@tajcambridge

Julal Syed (Jools) – just crowned Best Chef nationally by the Asian
Restaurant Owners Network – is at the Taj on Cherry Hinton Road!
See our innovative menu and order online. Open for collection or home
delivery, 6 days a week.

tajtandooricambridge
tajtandoori786

The No.1 rated Indian Restaurant in Cambridge
on TripAdvisor, 2021

YOUR LOCAL WILL WRITING

& ESTATE PLANNING

SPECIALISTS
FOR OVER 10 YEARS.
Inheritance Legal Services are an Award Winning company specialising in Will Writing,
Lasting Powers of Attorney, Protecting your Home & Estate Planning.
We also arrange pre-paid Funeral Plans & Home Equity Release.
Low Cost, Fixed Fee Service
Free Home Visits Up To 8pm
Local Family Run Company For Over 10 Years

Thousands of Satisfied Customers
Trading Standards Approved
COVID Safe Appointments

Speak to a member of our friendly team today...

T: 01223 795050

www.inheritancewills.co.uk

Cambridge Office: 218 Cherry Hinton Road ~ Cambridge ~ CB1 7AW

LOCAL HISTORY

Platforms
A and B

Platform C

Queen Edith’s

Long Road (running left to right) today, with the location of
the former ‘Trumpington Temporary’ station platforms.

Tracking down our area’s
original railway station
By Mike Page

There’s a lot of talk about the
proposed new ‘Cambridge South’
station, next to the Cambridge
Biomedical Campus, but it’s not
the first in the area. 99 years ago,
a railway station was established
on the north side of Long Road –
although not for the ‘common user’.

The Royal Agricultural Show had been
organised on a regular basis since
1839 by the Royal English Agricultural
Society, and in 1922 it was due to make
a return visit to Cambridge. The show
was a large undertaking and
“By June 30th, staff had traditionally attracted over
increased to 88. In that 100,000 visitors.
Its organisers had to cope
time they unloaded 1,233
with
not just the visitors, but
railway wagons”
12,191 farm machineries and
implements, 713 horses, 1,547 heads of
cattle, 715 sheep, 1,164 pigs, 369 rabbits,
1,205 poultry, 81 goats, 46 horticultural
Page 6

items and 247 lots of produce. Imagine
the number of road vehicles for such
an event having to cope with our toobusy roads in today’s Cambridge! Road
congestion in Cambridge was not a
worry in 1922 though – most goods and
travellers came by train.
There was no ‘National Rail’ in 1922
– the railways were privately owned.
Rail services to London were run by
the Great Eastern Railway (to Liverpool
Street) and Great Northern Railway
(to Kings Cross). And where today’s
‘guided busway’ runs, there used to be
the London & North Western Railway to
Bletchley via Bedford.
The GER had been involved with an
earlier Royal Show in Cambridge in
1894, when it was held on a 64-acre
site at Midsummer Common and Jesus
Green. It laid sidings in Tenison Field,
between Tenison Road and the railway.
Queen Edith’s Magazine

A special platform was built there to
handle incoming goods and visitors.
It fell to the GER again in 1922 to
organise transport, working with the
GNR and LNWR. This show was to
be much bigger than the 1894 event.
It occupied 125 acres, stretching
from Long Road to Newton Road, and
from the LNWR railway line across to
Trumpington Road.
At the time, Long Road crossed the
GER/GNR line by a level crossing, and
then rose to cross the LNWR line by
bridge.
North of the level crossing, the GER
built two platforms along the passing
loops either side of the main line. The
west side platform was an ‘island’ with
another loop on its west side. There were
also two end-loading docks for wheeling
items such as tractors, traction engines,
farm machinery, etc., off the railway
wagons. Access to the platform ends was
from Long Road. A temporary roadway
with a level crossing across the LNWR
line served the show ground. Today’s
health and safety officers might have
frowned on the use of railway sleepers
to build the platforms!
The GER had the ‘Trumpington
Temporary’ – or just ‘Trumpington’ –
station ready for equipment coming
in on May 25th. Supervised by Mr. TW
Watts of the GER, five staff were initially
available.
By June 30th, staff had increased to
88. In that time they unloaded 1,233
railway wagons totalling 2,256 tons and
carted 1,732 tons in 1,564 loads using
19 horses and draymen between the
station and the showground. To help,

Ticket inspectors
check the tickets
of a crowd of
excursionists
arriving on
‘Platform C’. The
showground can
be seen on the left.
The photograph,
taken from the
Long Road end
of the station,
might well have
been taken from
climbing up the
signal post!
(Below) Looking
south towards
Long Road with
the main GER/
GNR lines on
the left and the
LNWR lines and
showground on the
right

the GER provided cranes including two
rail-mounted 20-ton units.
The total number of railway staff
involved was 434, working in 12-hour
shifts continually. It was all done in foul
weather without incident or injury.
Visitors arriving by service trains
at Cambridge Station were served by
a shuttle bus service, although some
service trains and excursion trains
called at ‘Trumpington Temporary’.
However, the weather rather diminished
the number of visitors attending: the
organisers had expected well over
100,000 (the 1894 show had attracted
110,000) but ‘only’ 92,268 attended.
It was an incredible operation. Bear in
mind that the GER line to London still
had heavy goods traffic – including coal
for east London’s power stations and gas
works. During the show period many
goods trains were diverted (there were
more routes before the Beeching Report
would one day materialise).
For Queen Edith’s and Trumpington
locals, it must have been an awesome
event – rain or no rain! Sadly, by the
1960s, the Royal Shows were losing
money and the last one held was at
Stoneleigh Park, where the RASE set
up a permanent showground. The last
Royal Show held in Cambridge was in
1961. l
Mike Page is Newsletter Editor of the
Cambridge Railway Circle and lives in
Blinco Grove. Sources: Disused Stations
(disused-stations.org.uk) and the
Trumpington Local History Group.
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LOCAL ELECTIONS SPECIAL

Queen
Edith’s 2021 Local Elections Special
Compiled by
Nicki Marrian

Welcome to the Queen Edith’s magazine
guide to the 2021 local elections. On
the next few pages we’ll take you
through all four of the ballots in which
you can vote.
Apart from our own local councillors, from
both councils, there are also elections for
the county-wide Mayor, and the Police &
Crime Commissioner.
Not only this, but the boundaries of
Queen Edith’s are more complicated than
ever, with different boundaries for the
City and County Councils. This means that
some of you will get to vote in Queen Edith’s
in both elections, some of you in just one,

l If you’re on this list, you are in Queen Edith’s
for both the City Council and the County
Council elections. All the candidates on the
next few pages will be on your ballot papers.
Alfred Close; Almoners Avenue; Alwyne
Road; Babraham Road; Baldock Way;
Beaumont Crescent; Beaumont Road; Blinco
Grove; Bowers Croft; Cavendish Avenue; Chalk
Grove; Courtland Avenue; Edendale Close;
Elsworth Place; Fendon Close; Fendon Road;
Field Way; Glebe Close; Glebe Road; Godwin
Close; Godwin Way; Greenlands; Gunhild
Close; Gunhild Court; Gunhild Way; Hartington
Grove; Herons Close; Hills Avenue; Hills Road
(151–355, odd, and 292–302, even); Hinton
Avenue; Holbrook Road; Hulatt Road; Kinnaird
Way; Knightly Avenue; Magnolia Close;
Mander Way; Maners Way; Marshall Road;
Mowbray Road; Musgrave Drive; Netherhall
Way; Nightingale Avenue; Queen Edith’s Way
(8–148 even, 1–181 odd); Queen Emma Place;
Rathmore Close; Rathmore Road; Red Cross
Lane; Rock Road; Rotherwick Way; Spalding
Way; Stansgate Avenue; Strangeways Road;
Templemore Close; Tillyard Way; Topcliffe
Way; Urwin Gardens; Vawser Way; Ventress
Close; Worts Causeway; Wulfstan Way.
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and a few don’t get to vote in Queen Edith’s
for either!
Unfortunately we don’t have space to
bring you details of your candidates if
you’re voting in other wards, such as
Trumpington, Coleridge and Cherry
Hinton. So if you find yourself in one
of these wards for one or both council
elections, you’ll have to look elsewhere for
details. Sorry!
All of the candidates on the next few
pages are asking for our votes so that they
can serve our community. Please consider
them carefully, as there’s a lot at stake,
and every vote counts. NM

ELECTION 1 OF 4

Cambridge City Council, Queen Edith’s ward

x

x3

of the 42 councillors at the City Council.

candidates on the following pages to be

There are video introductions from

the three Queen Edith’s City Councillors.

most of the candidates available to

The candidates who receive the highest

watch on the queen–ediths.info website,

number of votes will be elected as part

which you may wish to watch.

Christine Butler
I have lived in Queen Edith’s for nearly 30 years, and my children attended
Queen Edith and Netherhall schools. I have served as a school governor in
Cambridge. I support affordable housing initiatives and strongly believe all
council spending should be published online so that taxpayers can hold our
council up to scrutiny and ensure value for money.
Conservative Party • More at: conservatives.com

Sam Davies
Having come close in 2019, I’m delighted to stand again this year. Many of
you know me through my leadership of the Queen Edith’s Community Forum
– I’m committed to bringing people together, creating honest dialogue and
building positive change from the grassroots up. Development pressures
make this a critical time for Queen Edith’s. Like you, I want a greener, fairer,
future for our community. It only takes one vote.
Independent • More at: sam4qe.com

l On this list you are in Queen Edith’s for the County Council
election but you’re not in Queen Edith’s for the City Council
election (so ignore the next three pages and skip to page 14):
Ainsdale; Blenheim Close; Cherry Hinton Road (18–324
even, and 51–317 odd); Coleridge Road; Coniston Road;
Cowper Road; Derby Road; Fulbourn Road; Glenacre Close;
Greystoke Court; Greystoke Road; Hills Road (The Marque and
The Levels only); Homerton Street; Lichfield Road; Lilac Court;
Limedale Close; Neville Road; Queen Edith’s Way (209–281
odd, and 198–268 even); St. Margarets Square; Tweedale;
Ventress Farm Court.

Al Dixon
Let’s amaze ourselves about what we can do as a community: waiting for
a higher authority to make decisions is simply not working. I believe in
community based organisation; we know what we want and need. It’s the job
of the council to help us work together and to provide public spaces and local
services that support our wellbeing. Please vote for Al Dixon on 6 May and
make it a vote for our community.
Independent • More at: aldixon4qe.com

l If you’re in these roads, you’re in Queen Edith’s for the
City Council election (next 3 pages) – but you’re not in Queen
Edith’s for the County Council election (p.14):
Corfe Close; Harrison Drive; Hills Road (170–288 even);
Long Road; Luard Close; Luard Road; Purbeck Road; Sedley
Taylor Road.

Richard Eccles

l In these roads you are not in Queen Edith’s for either the
City Council or the County Council elections (sorry!). The
descriptions of the elections will still be of relevance but your
candidates will be different in both cases.

I am Richard Eccles and I have lived in the Queen Edith’s ward for eight years.
I am standing for the City Council in order to play a role in ensuring that
budgets are properly spent in delivering and improving key services. I hope
to be able to put into practice as a councillor the concerns that I have already
learnt about while speaking with you on the doorsteps.
Liberal Democrats • More at: www.cambridgelibdems.org.uk/queen_ediths

Baycliffe Close; Bosworth Road; Brothers Place; Bullen
Close; Carrick Close; Cherry Hinton Road (334–476 even,
and 351–403 odd); Derwent Close; Glenmere Close; Jasmine
Court; Kelvin Close; Limetree Close; Missleton Court;
Rothleigh Road; Sycamore Close.
Queen Edith’s Magazine

You can vote for up to three of the 14
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Connor Hanagan-Morrissey
I’m running to be your councillor because having worked and been educated
in the city I have a great affinity with Cambridge and would like to do my
bit in contributing to our proactive Labour-led City Council. Should I be
elected my focus would be on issues of sustainability, biodiversity, providing
opportunities for young people, and to advocate for the empowerment and
increased responsibilities of local government.
Labour Party • More at: www.cambridgelabour.org.uk/ward/queen-ediths

Daniel Lee

Spare room?
Become a host
with EF!
Turn your spare room into extra income
by hosting an international student
• Guaranteed prompt payments

Contact
us today!
Tel 01223 240020

I grew up in Queen Edith’s and I’m standing for the City Council so that future
generations can continue to call our area their home. Queen Edith’s is an
expensive place to live and too often, locals are forced to move away from the
city to get on the property ladder. I want to stop this exodus while ensuring
that future development is affordable and keeps Cambridge’s green, open
character.
Liberal Democrats • More at: www.cambridgelibdems.org.uk/queen_ediths

• Hassle-free experience and 24-hour
staff support
• 50 years experience in language
education
• World’s largest private education
company
• Friendly and supportive
accommodation team
• Students carefully matched to you
• Students arriving every Sunday all
year round
• Short and long term (2 to 52 weeks)

At Cambridge Online Tuition we tailor
tuition to your child’s individual needs
to strengthen subject comprehension,
boost their confidence and build important
learning skills. We cover subjects from
Key Stage 1 up to A-level using our
Dr Laura Brown
unique online platform.
Free online taster sessions are available. Find out more
today at cambridgeonlinetuition.co.uk

• Truly international school, combining
great lessons and a busy student
activity schedule
• Contact our homestay team today!
• accommodation.cambridge@ef.com

Jenny Page-Croft

• www.ef.com/host

It’s been a privilege to serve as your City Councillor for five years. I’ve
worked hard on committees to keep our communities safe, improve
our environmental policies and to protect our neighbourhoods from
inappropriate developments. It isn’t always newsworthy, but I love it and it’s
important to me. I’m very proud of the Lib Dem record of action here, and we
would love to carry on.
Liberal Democrats • More at: www.cambridgelibdems.org.uk/queen_ediths

Dunstan Court

Peter Price
Despite the positive effects of green spaces on our health, the council has
shown it wants to build on the green spaces we have around Queen Edith’s.
Being an Addenbrooke’s employee, Nightingale Recreation Ground has been
a lifeline during the pandemic, this time has also highlighted how essential a
feeling of community is; unfortunately community centres have shut over the
last few years. Let’s protect our parks and restore community centres.
Green Party • More at: cambridge.greenparty.org.uk

Shoaib Shahid

Local Community Services
ü Homecare – our fully trained carers visit
you in your home.

Anyone for tennis?
Join us at Cocks and Hens Cambridge tennis club!

I’ve lived in Cambridge for the past 20 years and had the pleasure of being
part of this vibrant Queen Edith’s community, having attended Netherhall and
Hills Road Sixth Form! Residents are keen to see real action on issues such
as affordable housing, tackling homelessness, addressing anti-social parking
and the protection and promotion of our fantastic green spaces! I want to
ensure your voices are heard on real local issues.
Conservative Party • More at: conservatives.com
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Has your child been left
behind at school?
Or is your child not being
challenged enough to reach
their potential?

Queen Edith’s Magazine

We are a really friendly club with modern facilities situated in a beautiful
setting off Grantchester Road (behind Cambridge Rugby Club).
We have reopened in line with government guidance to offer a
safe return to playing. There are various membership rates to suit
individuals as well as family groups, and players of all standards are
very welcome. Visit our website for more information and for the latest
news on coaching and social playing.

Find out more about us at
cocksandhens.co.uk or on Facebook

ü Sitting service – a visit from our
experienced staff gives family carers time
for themselves.
ü Day Centre – based at Dunstan Court,
with a friendly and sociable atmosphere
and includes a tasty 2 course lunch.
ü Meals service – nutritious, hot
lunchtime meal delivered to you.
ü Housekeeping – we do those jobs which
you can no longer manage, from
cleaning and ironing, to bed changing
and shopping.

To find out more, just call us at Dunstan Court on
01223 241330, or
email : denise.taylor@chsgroup.org.uk

LOCAL ELECTIONS SPECIAL

Suhaib Shahid
I’ve grown up in Cambridge and had the privilege of being part of the Queen
Edith’s community for many years having attended Netherhall school and
college! Provision of affordable housing, tackling homelessness, protection
and promotion of our fantastic green spaces are just some of the areas I am
keen on addressing in collaboration with all of you! The residents of Queen
Edith’s want to see real action on these local issues.
Conservative Party • More at: conservatives.com

Indira Vadhia
I’m local to Queen Edith’s and work at Cambridge Assessment, where I chair
the BAME (Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic) Network. Race equality and
gender equality, including women’s safety, are very important to me. Having
been personally affected by the instability of the private rented sector within
Queen Edith’s, I am also keen to build on the good work of our Labour City
Council on housing issues.
Labour Party • More at: www.cambridgelabour.org.uk/ward/queen-ediths

Award-Winning Animal Care
Cambridge Veterinary Group is
dedicated to providing the highest
level of veterinary medicine along
with friendly, compassionate service.
Opening hours:
Monday to Friday 8.30am–6.30pm
Saturday 8.30am–12pm

89a Cherry Hinton Road
Telephone 01223 249331

Jacqui Whitmore
As a mum of two children who went to Primary and Secondary school in
the ward, I feel now is the time to give something back. There have been
some really positive things in Queen Edith’s: the famous roundabout and
the cycle lane down Hills Road, but it is disconnected and random. As a keen
cyclist I think we should be following a more cohesive and linked up plan, as
suggested by the Cambridge Cycle Campaign.
Green Party • More at: cambridge.greenparty.org.uk

Simon Whitmore
I grew up in Queen Edith’s and now live very close to the ward. I think it is
a great place to live. However, I am worried about the degradation of the
Green belt and the amount of development planned, despite water shortages,
transport issues and services already stretched in our area. I am worried that
the policy seems to be build, build, build but we need to build with purpose,
build with quality and build sustainable.
Green Party • More at: cambridge.greenparty.org.uk

Daniel Zahedi
As a student doctor at Addenbrooke’s, neuroscience graduate and part-time
teacher at Wolfson College, I’ve been working on the frontline to assist our NHS
through the pandemic. With lockdown easing, we’ll support our hospitals, reduce
inequalities, protect our livelihoods and wellbeing, continue to build hundreds
more accessible council homes and end homelessness in Cambridge. I’m a proud
Queen Edith’s resident and I’ll cherish this opportunity to serve my community.
Labour Party • More at: www.cambridgelabour.org.uk/ward/queen-ediths
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Email info@cambridgevetgroup.co.uk
Web cambridgevetgroup.co.uk

Queen Edith’s
Favourite
Window
Cleaning
Service
• Professional, safe,
and fully insured
• Exterior and interior
window cleaning
• State of the art pure
water cleaning
•
•
•
•

Gutter cleaning
Fascia cleaning
Patio cleaning
Conservatory cleaning

Give us a try!

07803 578 357
info@shortleproclean.co.uk
www.shortleproclean.co.uk

ril
ening Mon 12 Ap
Provisional reop ment guidelines)
rn
(following all gove

Looking for local,
reliable electricians in
Queen Edith’s?
You’ve found us.
DS Electrical are your local domestic electricians just
around the corner, ready for any electrical work in the
home. With over 20 years of experience in the trade,
we can boast many satisfied local residents who come
back to us time and again.

07830 349 199 • info@ds-electricalservice.co.uk
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ELECTION 2 OF 4

Cambs County Council, Queen Edith’s division

x

x1

You can vote for just one out of the

years as one of the 61 councillors

following four candidates to be the

at the County Council. There are

Queen Edith’s County Councillor. The

video introductions from most of the

candidate who receives the highest

candidates now available to watch on

number of votes will serve for four

the queen–ediths.info website.

ELECTION 3 OF 4

Combined Authority Mayor

x

x

There are three candidates for

preferred candidate, but can also

Mayor of the Cambridgeshire and

vote for a second favourite if you

Peterborough Combined Authority.

wish. We are all promised a booklet

This is elected on the ‘supplementary

in the post explaining who the

vote’ system, so you vote for your

candidates are around 20 April.

Alex Beckett
I’m so excited to be joining the Lib Dem team in Queen Edith’s – a team that
has achieved so much for this area. From working with refugees in Greece to
fighting a rogue landlord in London, I’m passionate about standing up and
making a difference. As your County Councillor, I would put engaging with
residents and embracing new ideas to solve big problems at the heart
of what I do.
Liberal Democrats • More at: www.cambridgelibdems.org.uk/queen_ediths

Donald Douglas
I lived in Long Road for 35 years until I escaped to the countryside recently. I
was a City Councillor for Trumpington from 1998, stood four times in Queen
Ediths from 2006 and have organised the campaigns since. I have delivered
leaflets to every door. Politically, I am centre right: pragmatic rather than
ideological. If you elect me to represent you, I will use all my skills and efforts
to protect and enhance this great area.
Conservative Party • More at: conservatives.com

Steve King
I am a local resident, an international education specialist and a school
governor. My priorities would be to address the funding issues and challenges
at local schools, the preservation of open spaces such as Nine Wells Nature
Reserve, sustainable planning for the GB1, GB2 developments and the
Biomedical Campus and holding the county council to account on social care.
Labour Party • More at: www.cambridgelabour.org.uk/ward/queen-ediths

Nik
Johnson

James
Palmer

Aidan
van de Weyer

Labour Party

Conservative Party

Liberal Democrats

ELECTION 4 OF 4

Police and Crime Commissioner

x

x

There are four candidates for

so you vote for your preferred

the position of Police & Crime

candidate, but can also vote for

Commissioner for Cambridgeshire

a second favourite if you wish.

and Peterborough. This is elected

There’s more information at the

on the ‘supplementary vote’ system,

choosemypcc.org.uk website.

Jacqui Whitmore
As a mum of two children who went to Primary and Secondary school in
the ward, I feel now is the time to give something back. There have been
some really positive things in Queen Edith’s: the famous roundabout and
the cycle lane down Hills Road, but it is disconnected and random. As a keen
cyclist I think we should be following a more cohesive and linked up plan, as
suggested by the Cambridge Cycle Campaign.
Green Party • More at: cambridge.greenparty.org.uk
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Nicky
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Susan
Morris

Rupert
Moss-Eccardt

Darryl
Preston

Labour Party

Reform UK

Liberal Democrats

Conservative Party
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COMMUNITY ART

Anna Brownsted – planning
to perform ‘Idle Hour’ at the
Cherry Hinton Chalk Pits (left)
in June.

‘An unexpected experience
in an extraordinary place’
By Ema Boswood

Cambridge based artist Anna
Brownsted’s upcoming Idle Hour
is a free outdoor performance
due to take place on 24th June at
the proposed location of Cherry
Hinton Chalk Pits.

Idle Hour will be a dance piece performed
by 12 individual performers spread out
across this beautiful location, drawing
on local history and aiming to create a
bold performance that is rooted in the
place that it is made for. Anna spoke
recently to Arts Producer at Cambridge
Junction Ema Boswood,
“A friend showed me the who started by asking:
Chalk Pits for the first time and “What made you choose
I honestly had no idea that it the Chalk Pits?”
Anna: My first visit to
was sitting on my doorstep!”
the Chalk Pits was about
5 years ago and I remember being so
blown away by the landscape – it was
so other-worldly. Yet it was right in
the middle of Cambridge. Every time
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I’m there, I’m struck by the surreal
experience of standing within an almostlunar landscape, while hearing the
vaguely urban soundscape that echoes
across the quarry. I’m always surprised
when I find locals who haven’t visited
– it makes me want to lure them out
there, to discover its magic! I suppose
that’s what Idle Hour is, at its core – an
invitation to an unexpected experience
in an extraordinary place.
Ema: It really is such a magical
place. A friend showed me the Chalk
Pits for the first time over lockdown
and I honestly had no idea that it was
sitting on my doorstep! Also, for us at
Cambridge Junction it’s really lovely to
plan something that people can engage
with outside of the building. We love
inviting people into our spaces and it’s
been so sad not to be able to do that over
the past year, but it’s also exciting to go
outside of the building and engage with
Queen Edith’s Magazine

members of our local community in such a gorgeous
place of pride for our city. When you started working
on Idle Hour did you have the Chalk Pits in mind as a
performance space?
Anna: Idle Hour is a work that was meant to have its
first iteration performed at the Cambridge Leisure
Park in May 2020 but like everything else, the project
was put on hold when the pandemic hit.
As my thoughts around the themes and structure
for the work continued to develop over the experience
of lockdown, Matt (Cambridge Junction’s Artistic
Director) and I began talking about the Chalk Pits as a
performance site. When restrictions lifted in autumn
of 2020, Lizzie (my movement collaborator) and I
cycled out for a visit. Walking through the quarry, we
started to imagine placing live, choreographed bodies
within that amazing landscape.
The evolution of the ideas for the work have been
very organic, and I think it actually benefited from the
drawn-out time and space that lockdown created.
Ema: I completely get what you mean. While a lot
has been disrupted, there have been some things in
our lives that have benefited from this extra time to
think and adapt. Can you talk a little more about how
Idle Hour has altered as a result of the lockdown?
Anna: Idle Hour has always been about curating a live
shared experience in a public space and it was always
going to be an outdoor work for a large audience,
however, we are all changed by our experiences of
the past year. I think we’ve had a mass psychological
disturbance, so I feel that there’s a different kind of
responsibility, now, with bringing a large group of
people together.
For Idle Hour it has become integral to the work
that it be sensitive to people’s individual needs as
we gradually emerge from restrictions and begin
socialising in large groups again. That’s why the scale
of an enormous, gloriously open space like the chalk
pits is so wonderful as the site for this performance. It
will naturally allow people to be able to manage their
own sense of comfort in regard to social distancing,
whilst still being together.
Ema: It’s such a lovely thing to think about – safely
being together with others in a location such as the
Chalk Pits and watching a performance. I’ve missed
it so much! l
For the latest news on the project check out Anna’s website
annabrownsted.com or keep an eye on the free weekly
Queen Edith’s news email, which will include information
about how to book your free tickets nearer the time.
Spring 2021 issue
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FOOT PROBLEMS?
Chiropody/Podiatry

Treatments cover:
Corn and callus reduction
Nail conditions
Ingrowing toenails
Fungal infections and athletes foot
Hyperhidrosis
Verruce/warts
Call: 01223 315541
The Beechwood Practice
41 Hills Road
Cambridge
Call: Celia Kenney
07939 227195
For home appointments

W&P Blinds

Your local family-run blinds and awnings
specialists in Queen Edith’s and Cherry Hinton
“Affordable, quality, excellent customer service; could not have
asked for more” – IB, Hills Road

Free estimates • Free advice • Free fitting
Call Sean or Jake on 01223 243030
wandpblinds.co.uk • Facebook @wandpblinds

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

Local
Garden
Care

to ensure that issues to do with the environment and
faith gain prominence in church services, whether
through liturgy, music or teaching. St John’s will
be making a big effort in the autumn to bring these
issues into focus.
There is the management of our church buildings.
This can often be a real problem for churches, since
few were designed and built with modern standards
of energy efficiency in mind. Retro-fitting insulation
and double glazing, even if possible, can be very
expensive. But community buildings, such as our
St John’s Centre, are generally much more modern
and, being used on a day to day basis, can be made to
achieve greater energy efficiency.

– whatever
the weather

A haven for wildlife
Rev. James Shakespeare: making a big effort
to bring environmental issues into focus

The local church aiming to set
an environmental example
By Roger Lilley

As we wait at the end of March
in anticipation of an easing
of Covid-19 restrictions, the
congregation of St John the
Evangelist in Hills Road is already
galvanised by its efforts to gain
accreditation under the A Rocha
Eco Church scheme.

Across all its activities, from worship and
prayer to energy consumption, waste
disposal and wildlife management,
the church is looking at what it can do
to meet the goals of this nationwide
challenge.
A Rocha UK was founded
“There is still much that
local communities can do to 20 years ago in London
enhance their own environment as a local Christian
project.
and put pressure on decision conservation
Now
it
is
supporting
makers to do more”
over 3,000 churches in
England and Wales to develop their
perception of what, in the 21st century,
it really means to be environmentally
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responsible, and to link those actions
with Christian values. The principles of
A Rocha challenge churches are to be
at the vanguard of the management of
resources to conserve and enhance the
natural world. But even more, they want
their communities to speak out on these
issues to society generally and to set an
example by their actions.
As we enter the third decade of the
21st century, the implications of failing
to care for the land, the sea and the
atmosphere are apparent. Governments
have finally come together to try to
take concerted action but there is still
much that local communities can do to
enhance their own environment and
put pressure on decision makers to do
more.
The Eco Church scheme takes
churches through five areas in which
they can set themselves targets. The
first is in their worship and teaching –
Queen Edith’s Magazine

Many churches have very valuable green spaces.
The church wants to welcome the local community
to its garden but also wants to make it a haven for
wildlife. The team working on this at the moment
hopes that within a year we will all see a difference.
The Eco Church scheme also calls churchgoers to
challenge themselves in their personal and family
values, whether it be travel, diet, consumption or
finance. Everybody’s situation will be different but
Eco Church can enable those who want to ‘audit’ their
own lifestyle. On the way, it should be possible to
take the advice of the many experts on conservation,
climate change and sustainable travel who live in our
community.
Some will ask why all this wasn’t being done ten years
ago? Well, some of it was, but the Eco Church project
gives everyone an opportunity to share their variety
of experiences. On the way, the scheme encourages
churches to gain accreditation by the use of Bronze,
Silver and Gold awards. St John’s is on the way to our
Bronze Award but hope to keep the momentum going
long after we have that award tucked away.
Once normality has returned there will be lots of
opportunities to organise and participate in events
that can spread the message of environmental
sustainability. It will be a chance for the whole
community to join in. l
Roger Lilley is Treasurer of St John the Evangelist church,
a governor of Homerton Children’s Centre and a Trustee
of The Museum of Cambridge. If you would like to know
more about Eco Church scheme please visit the church
website and contact the vicar, Rev. James Shakespeare.
Alternatively, just drop in on a Sunday morning and you’ll
be certain to find those already busy with the challenge.
Spring 2021 issue
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OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE •
HEAD GARDENER ON A PRIVATE
ESTATE • TRAINED AT QUEENS
COLLEGE & ENGLISH HERITAGE

General Maintenance
Shrubs & Borders
Lawn Maintenance
Hedge Cutting & Shaping
Fruit & Veg Gardens
Patio & Drive Cleaning
Tree Maintenance
Compost Set Up
Gutter & Leaf Clearing
Power Washing

Call Sam for a free quote

07776 412 589

or email info@theallseasongardener.com

Call in the
craftsmen
Specialists in Complete House Renovations
and Refurbishment
• Kitchen and Bathroom Fitting
• Garage Construction and Conversions
• Loft Conversions
References available from happy
Queen Edith’s residents!
Free quotations
Call Paul or Martin

07591 595 640
email us at home@greatcambourneconstruction.co.uk

greatcambourneconstruction.co.uk

Local services and help in Queen Edith’s
‘Happy To Help’ Volunteer Line

Community Food Hub

The Queen Edith’s Community Forum’s
volunteer-run neighbourhood support service
can help with tasks such as collecting shopping
or prescriptions. Call our 24-hour voicemail on
01223 641 012 with details of your request.
Note: for complex needs, call Cambridge City
Council on 01223 457 000.

The Queen Edith’s Community Forum’s weekly
Community Food Hub offers free food and
household items to local residents needing
support. This continues to run thanks to
generous donations from residents. Every
Saturday from 10.30am to 12.30pm at St James
Church, Wulfstan Way. Just turn up.

Queen Edith’s news email

Queen Edith’s magazine

Every local resident should be reading the free
weekly local news email! Events, planning news,
details of business openings and closures: it’s
all there. If you’re not already getting it, just
add yourself to the circulation at our website
queen–ediths.info or send an email to
hello@queen–ediths.info

This magazine is published quarterly by the
Queen Edith’s Community Forum and is a nonprofit venture by local residents, supported
by local advertisers and volunteer delivery.
The next issue will be published in August. For
information on advertising in future issues,
please email hello@queen–ediths.info

Emergency Calls

Non-Urgent Crime

Pharmacies

Smell gas? No electricity?

In any emergency, call 999. For serious and lifethreatening injuries and conditions, the nearest
medical Emergency Department for Queen Edith’s
is at Addenbrooke’s Hospital.
For non-emergency problems, seek advice from
your GP or pharmacy, or call the NHS 111 phone
service, where a nurse will give confidential advice
24 hours a day. The area’s pharmacies are Numark
on Cherry Hinton Road and Kay’s on Wulfstan Way.

Queen Edith’s Councillors

The City Council deals with planning, housing,
leisure and rubbish collection. Our city councillors
are Colin McGerty on 07785 577 370 and Jennifer
Page-Croft on 01223 729 492.
The County Council deals with schools, libraries,
social services, roads, streetlighting and trading
standards. Our county councillor is Amanda Taylor
on 01223 249 787.
Note that some readers will be in neighbouring
council wards, and you may be directed to those
councillors, depending on the issue; details can
be found on the City Council or County Council
websites, which contain a lot of useful information
about council services.

To report less urgent crime or disorder, or to
contact the police with a general enquiry, dial 101
at any time. The system will connect you with the
police for this area.
To report a gas emergency, call the National Gas
Emergency Service on 0800 111 999. To report a
power cut, the number to call is simply 105.

Drug-related or dangerous litter

The City Council will collect and safely dispose
of needles and drug-related litter as soon as
possible. Please call to tell them about any
concerns immediately on 01223 458 282, or
alternatively 0300 303 8389 outside of normal
business hours.

Post Offices

There are two post offices in Queen Edith’s, both in
local convenience stores. They are:
Cherry Hinton Road Local Store
206 Cherry Hinton Road, next to Balzano’s
Essentialz Store
146 Hills Road, opposite Cambridge Leisure
• The Royal Mail Cambridge Delivery Office on the
Clifton Road estate has the latest collection time in
the area. Call 03457 740 740 for details.

